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The new extra-matt finish of Silestone® enhances 
worksurfaces thanks to its so velvety texture which is 
both pleasing to the eye, and hand!

Suede is a new Silestone® sensation that offers something 
for all our senses due to its revolutionary texture, never 
before seen in quartz surfaces. 
 
Suede is launched, introducing a more intense colour 
and an even greater performance against stains and 
fingerprints. Suede is launched from an exclusive 
development process that makes it a superior 
technological product.

Suede is launched in more than 40 Silestone® colours*.

New Sinks  
Integrity DUE

DUE is available in two sizes: 37x34x15.5, ideal for 
a double sink and 37x51x15.5 for a single sink, it is 
characterised by its straight lines. The perfect choice 
for those who see the simplicity of straight lines as the 
mark of style and beauty*.

Silestone
®
 

Authentic Life

Each element that surrounds us contributes to build our reality.

That’s the authentic existence, the existence that defines who you are.

Silestone® lets you express character and emotion through your kitchen and 
bathroom. The only worktop with bacteriostatic protection, and available in 
varied and exclusive textures.

Live the authentic life, live your life with Silestone®.

“I love architecture and fashion, 
but the authentic things are in the houses we live in, 
in the clothes real people wear. 
That’s what I tell people on my blog. 
That is Authentic life.”

Macarena Gea 
(Blogger and Architect)

Silestone’s most 
Natural Appearance

Nebula Code is a new technological discovery 
by Cosentino that features unique patterns, 
harmonies and unparalleled movements in a 
quartz surface to create uniquely original slabs. 
Each vein is different. Each slab is different.

The Nebula Code series represents the beauty 
of irregularity, the randomness of nature applied 
to a product manufactured with the guarantee 
of Silestone in terms of hardness, resistance to 
impact, and scratching, bacteriostatic protection 
and extremely low absorption.

Available*   Z Suede   P Polished

Silestone® Reinvents  
the Texture of your Worktop  
with Suede

Helix

Daria

Pulsar

Dreis

Istmo

Authentic

KITCHEN & 
BATHROOM 
SURFACES
A genuine “authentic” life starts in our home, 
which is a reflection of our own personality and 
experience.

 * To check terms and conditions please go to www.silestone.com
 ** To obtain more information about colours with NSF certificate 

visit the official website: www.nsf.org

* refer to current Australian stock
* refer to current Australian stock* refer to current Australian stock
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Blanco Zeus Blanco Maple 14 

White storM 14 Mont Blanc

 
Blanco orna lyra

helix pulsar

lagoon yukon

Blanco norte 14 Blanco Matrix

Silestone® Collection

Thickness

Standard Tiles Sizes

1,2

2

3

Above all, Silestone means capability, 
initiative, perseverance, responsibility, 
development and experience.

It is all of this and much more. It is 
a series of advantages that have 
made Silestone a progressive brand, 
adapting the latest technologies in 
every way and for everyone.

It is a journey towards the future that 
we began many years ago, and which 
has made us an icon for constant 
re-evolution.

 Colours and Textures

With more than 60 colours and three 
textures to combine: polished, matt or 
rough - the possibilities are endless. 
From the most modern designs to 
the most traditional, any idea can be 
brought to life.

 After-Sales Service

We place special emphasis on our 
after-sales service, as it is the most 
honest and effective means of providing 
greater added-value to our products. 
Our users can understand why the 
leader is always the first to evolve.

 Strength

After diamond and ruby, quartz is the 
hardest mineral known to man. This 
makes our products long-lasting and 
highly resistant to external aggressions.

 Formats

We manufacture 3 thicknesses – 1.2cm, 
2cm and 3cm – and two slab formats – 
304x138cm (Standard) and 325x159 – 
(Jumbo in limited colours). This enables 
us to offer larger sizes than anyone else 
with fewer joints.

 Variety

Our team of expert “quartz hunters” 
travel the world to fi nd and choose 
different quartz varieties for the 
constant development of new lines 
to match the latest in interior design 
trends.

 Brand

Everyone wants to be called Silestone 
to take advantage of our efforts and 
market leadership. But there is only 
one brand, the authentic and original 
Silestone by Cosentino.

 Bacteriostatic

This property ensures that bacteria do 
not proliferate on the entire surface 
including edges and grooves, providing 
active protection for the material in any 
of its applications. It is based on the 
use of latest generation silver.

 Distribution

Reaching the entire world is becoming 
a reality. This is due to the huge 
manufacturing capacity of Cosentino, 
with 11 manufacturing lines and its 
network of Centers and distributors all 
over the world.

 Guarantees

Cosentino offers customers a 15- 
year warranty for Silestone kitchen 
worktops, as well as the ISO9001, 
ISO14001, NSF, LGA, Greenguard and 
Greenguard for Children & Schools 
certifications.

 Sustainability

We are firmly committed to forging 
a better world through sustainable 
architecture and construction by 
providing high value products that 
improve energy efficiency without 
compromising the beauty of design.

Silestone Premium +  
More Than a Symbol

*Maximum sizes in centimetres

VortiuM haiku

 
Daria Blanco capri

 
creMa urBan creMa MinerVa

BaMBoo alpina White 08

Mountain Mist 12 toffee

unsui aMaZon

nieBla aluMinio nuBe

kensho cygnus

chroMe steel

gris expo ceMento spa

altair istMo

Merope Dinux

arDen Blue DoraDus

Dreis Marengo

negro teBas tao

negro stellar eros stellar

rosso MonZa VerDe fun

Magenta energy

RESISTANT
TO STAINS

RESISTANT
TO SCRATCHING

BACTERIOSTATIC
PROTECTION

RESISTANT
TO ACID

BACTERIOSTATIC
PROTECTION

Slab Sizes Up To Without Joints

306 x 140 325 x 159
306 x 140 325 x 159

FORMAT JUMBo

Bianco riVers Blanco city

 

geDatsu Marron Jupiter carBono ZirconiuM

60 x 40 60 x 30 
60 x 60 

40 x 40 
30x
30

The Secure 
Brand  
 
the unique brand that gives you a certified warranty.

Only the world’s leading quartz surface manufacturer, one who 
offers unique anti-bacterial protection as standard, could exceed 
itself once again by providing a fifteen year warranty* for all 
Silestone® quartz surfaces. Demand a genuine Silestone® worktop.
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*  15 Year warranty through Gold & Silver approved Fabricators only.
    for Terms & Conditions see www.silestone.com/oceania 

* Check slab sizes and 
textures available in 
Australia


